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Institutional Interactions 
at the Crossroads of Trade and 

Environment: The Dominance of 
Liberal Environmentalism?

!
Fariborz Zelli, Aarti Gupta, 

and Harro van Asselt

This article argues that institutional interactions that cut across the domains
of trade and environment are embedded in overarching norms that shape
their evolution and impact. In making this argument, it analyzes three cases
of such interactions within the climate change and biosafety regime com-
plexes: those relating to trade-related climate policies and measures, forest
carbon sinks, and trade in genetically modified organisms. The analysis high-
lights the dominance of liberal environmentalism (a set of global norms pro-
moting economic efficiency and environmental improvements through
market-based mechanisms) in shaping institutional interactions within these
regime complexes, even as liberal environmentalism is contested by key ac-
tors. This, in turn, has implications for effective management of institutional
interlinkages within regime complexes in global environmental governance.
KEYWORDS: biodiversity, biosafety, climate change, forestry, genetically modi-
fied organisms, institutional interactions, institutional interlinkages, neolib-
eral environmentalism, regime complex, trade.

FOR NEARLY TWENTY YEARS NOW, THE GLOBAL GOVERNANCE LITERATURE HAS

enhanced understanding about interplay among international institutions,
including in global environmental governance. The focus of such research,
however, has been, as Arild Underdal puts it, “primarily on interaction at the
level of specific regimes and less on links to the kind of basic ordering prin-
ciples or norms highlighted in realist and sociological analyses of institu-
tions”;1 in other words, less on explanatory approaches based on constellations
of power, competing knowledge claims, normative structures, or other factors.
As Amandine Orsini, Jean-Frédéric Morin, and Oran Young illustrate in this
issue, the notion of regime complexes has been one important response to
such critiques.2 In this article, we seek to take this research and policy agenda
further by advancing a norms-based explanation of institutional interactions
within regime complexes in global environmental governance.3

Our point of departure is that a regime and its provisions and proce-
dures cannot be understood in isolation from the broader normative context
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within which it is embedded, as, for instance, Ken Conca also convincingly
argues.4 This insight applies to the policy domains of security, human
rights, and trade, and just as much to the environment. As do other factors,
for example, the constellation of interests (Jean-Frédéric Morin and Aman-
dine Orsini, in this issue) or institutional dynamics (Dries Lesage and Thijs
Van de Graaf, in this issue), underlying norms guide the behavior of actors
within a specific regime and thereby shape its design and development.
Such an approach also highlights that the generation and persistence of
norms require shared expectations and purposes among actors; hence, that
agency remains important and relevant.5

We hold, furthermore, that the normative structures that shape individ-
ual regimes also impact interactions between regimes and, consequently,
regime complexes. If regimes express or reflect broader norms, then it fol-
lows that regime interactions and regime complexes may be sites for con-
testation over different norms. This applies in particular to regime
complexes that cut across more than one global governance domain (e.g.,
environment and trade). Such complexes are shaped by collusion or con-
testation over the broader norms that underpin these domains—with the
likelihood that certain norms will dominate. 

Steven Bernstein’s influential analysis posits, for example, the domi-
nance in a global environmental governance context of what he terms the
“compromise of liberal environmentalism.”6 This comprises the norms of
economic efficiency and environmental improvements through unfettered
markets, deregulation, and privatization, with reliance on market-based
governance mechanisms where necessary.7 Building on Bernstein’s insights
here, we argue that liberal environmentalism shapes not only the provisions
and practices of specific environmental regimes, but also their interactions
with the global trade regime and other international institutions. Ultimately,
it also dominates whole complexes of regimes that address specific subjects
at the intersection of international trade and the environment. In turn,
regime complexes are sites for promulgating, but also for constantly chal-
lenging, the dominance of liberal environmentalism. 

While space constraints do not permit a comprehensive assessment of
this claim, we illustrate its added value in a comparative manner by briefly
applying it to three cases of institutional interactions that are embedded
within the regime complexes on climate change and biosafety. These three
cases are: the interaction between the UN climate regime and the World
Trade Organization (WTO) on trade-related climate policies and measures;
the interaction between the UN climate regime and the Convention on Bio-
logical Diversity (CBD) on forest carbon sinks; and the interaction between
the CBD’s Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety and the WTO on trade in genet-
ically modified organisms (GMOs).
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In each case, several developments hint at the dominance of liberal
environmentalism in shaping the nature of these interactions and their out-
comes. Yet we also show that this dominance is being contested across the
cases we examine, a trend that is partly mirrored in recent regime changes.

Trade-related Climate Policies and Measures
The climate change regime complex encompasses institutions whose man-
date includes trade-related policies and measures by which countries are to
achieve reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. We restrict our analysis
here to the core interaction between the UN climate regime, comprising the
UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the Kyoto
Protocol, and the trade regime of the WTO—especially regarding emissions
reductions by industrialized countries under the Kyoto Protocol. This
notwithstanding, the climate change regime complex comprises a large
array of additional institutional arrangements of relevance to climate and
trade, including a series of transnational and multilateral technology part-
nerships on climate and energy as well as bilateral and multilateral trade
agreements.8

In both the climate and trade regimes, scholarly analyses suggest that a
US-led coalition was “highly influential in establishing a market approach
to managing climate change.”9 The Umbrella Group, comprising the United
States and various non–European Union (non-EU) industrialized countries,
tabled initiatives for WTO-compliant elements in the Kyoto Protocol, espe-
cially the flexibility mechanisms. Moreover, accommodating the interests
of their domestic industries, the group successfully rejected trade-restrictive
proposals by the EU for a binding list of policies and measures and their
mandatory coordination as well as those for quantitative limits to the use of
flexibility mechanisms.10 The EU had advanced such proposals owing to its
self-acclaimed leadership role in climate negotiations. But European deter-
mination for binding policies and measures was also “predicated, in part, on
the fear that the US would never accept legally binding [emission] tar-
gets.”11 Developing countries largely seconded the Umbrella Group’s oppo-
sition to trade restrictions, fearing that such policies would become a form
of “green protectionism.”12 Since the adoption of the Kyoto Protocol in
1997, moreover, decisions under the UNFCCC have avoided major trade-
restrictive modalities altogether. Eventually, the EU has also become a
major advocate of market-based climate governance mechanisms, most
prominently with its leading emissions trading scheme. 

In the WTO, in particular in its Committee on Trade and Environment,
a group of non-EU industrialized countries, including the United States, has
again effectively prevented legal concessions toward trade-related provi-
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sions of environmental regimes, a position supported by many developing
countries as well. This reluctance is in line with these countries’ “desire to
preserve their immunity as non-parties to some significant [multilateral
environmental agreements] from multilateral ‘anti-competitive’ environ-
mental commitments.”13 The WTO dispute settlement mechanism hence
remains the most likely arena where overlaps between the trade and climate
regimes might be settled.14 In line with this, the compliance mechanism of
the climate regime does not include trade sanctions for greenhouse gas–
intensive products, even though these were proposed by the EU.15

These positional differences between the United States and developing
countries on one side and the EU on the other—and the market-based
WTO-compatible compromises arising out of such differences—correspond
to underlying sets of norms in global governance. The observed reluctance
of the United States and developing countries toward trade-restrictive
measures can be seen as embedded in liberal environmentalism, replacing
an earlier dominance of slightly more trade-skeptical discourses prior to the
1990s.16 In the case of climate change, liberal environmentalism implies a
focus on efficiency gains from technological innovation, the diffusion of
climate-friendly goods through trade, and the promotion of emissions trad-
ing over traditional regulation. It claims synergistic aspects among trade
and environment, while sidelining detrimental ones.

The dominance of liberal environmentalism reveals itself not only in
the rejection of certain regulatory proposals, but also in a process of self-
censorship. Ever since the Kyoto summit, negotiators, including those from
the EU, have increasingly refrained from tabling ambitious proposals for
trade-restrictive climate protection measures such as mandatory coordina-
tion of policies. This is in part because members of the UN climate regime
want to avoid legal challenges and potential sanctions against them via the
WTO.17

Recent developments suggest, however, that the dominance of liberal
environmentalism is increasingly being challenged in the climate-trade
arena. Robyn Eckersley, for example, discerns a “generic counter-dis-
course” in statements from environmental nongovernmental organizations
(NGOs) or green think tanks.18 Moreover, the past years have witnessed a
shift of interests in US domestic politics toward more trade-restrictive
approaches, but in order to safeguard domestic industries rather than for
environmental reasons. For instance, the US Congress has discussed leg-
islative proposals requesting purchase of emissions allowances for imported
goods to be allowed to enter the country. The EU has also begun consider-
ing similar measures to equally address growing concerns about the com-
petitiveness of its industries.19 The debate on border carbon adjustments
within and beyond both regimes hints at a possible questioning of the dom-
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inance of liberal environmentalism in this regime complex. However, this
development might simply reflect that safeguarding industries and jobs has
become a primary concern, rather than implying a shift away from a
broader liberalist norm. 

In sum we find evidence for a strong, but increasingly contested, role
of liberal environmentalism in this regime complex—with the United
States and developing countries largely pushing for more market-liberal
approaches and the EU, especially at Kyoto and in the years after its adop-
tion, failing to establish more trade-restrictive measures. But the analysis
also suggests that our norms-based lens needs to be complemented by
power- and interest-based approaches to provide a more complete picture
of the underlying reasons for these developments. 

Forest Carbon Sinks 
Thanks to the emergence of the issue of reducing emissions from defor-
estation and degradation (REDD) on the climate policy agenda, the climate
change regime complex has expanded considerably in recent years. It now
also encompasses public and transnational institutions, which address the
overlap among climate, biodiversity, and forestry, and whose mandates are
either forest-focused (e.g., the Forest Stewardship Council and the Interna-
tional Tropical Timber Organization) or forest-related (e.g., the CBD and
the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations).20

Within the regime complex, one of the main institutional interactions
concerns the UN climate and biodiversity regimes on which we focus in
this section. Whereas the UNFCCC and Kyoto Protocol are aimed at reduc-
ing greenhouse gas emissions with a view toward avoiding dangerous cli-
mate impacts, the CBD seeks to promote the conservation and sustainable
use of biodiversity as well as the fair and equitable sharing of benefits aris-
ing from the utilization of genetic resources. Overlaps between the two
regimes have emerged in the implementation stages of the Kyoto Protocol,
particularly relating to the inclusion of forests as carbon sinks in the Clean
Development Mechanism (CDM), and finally in the design of REDD as a
climate mitigation strategy.

Including forest carbon sinks in emissions accounting, and especially
in the CDM, has been a controversial issue since the 1990s. While the
inclusion of sinks in the CDM lowers the cost of compliance with Kyoto
targets, critics argue that the rules on CDM sinks do not sufficiently safe-
guard biodiversity concerns and could frustrate the objectives of the CBD.
The main concerns raised are that current rules allow for projects that result
in destructive large-scale, monoculture plantations and the use of invasive
alien species and GMOs.21 Similarly, while a future REDD mechanism pro-
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vides an opportunity to cost-effectively reduce emissions through tackling
deforestation, its specific design may lead to either positive or negative
impacts on biodiversity.22

The inclusion of sinks in the CDM is closely related to the emergence
of market-based mechanisms in the climate regime in general. Despite its
withdrawal from the Kyoto Protocol in 2001, the United States has been
influential in the CDM sinks discussion.23 Since the inception of the cli-
mate regime, it has sought to expand opportunities for using market-based
mechanisms, including through the use of sinks.24 Referring to the United
States and other countries in the Umbrella Group, Karin Bäckstrand and
Eva Lövbrand identify flexibility, cost-effectiveness, and a “seductive nar-
rative of ‘maximized synergies’” as the key elements of the “legitimizing
discourse” for the inclusion of sinks in the CDM.25 Northern countries
favoring the inclusion of sinks in the CDM have emphasized the cost-sav-
ing potential of expanding the scope of the mechanism while countries in
the South have highlighted various cobenefits, including financial and tech-
nology transfers. 

These legitimizing discourses again reflect a norm of liberal environ-
mentalism that favors market-based approaches to environmental gover-
nance. Nonetheless, they also remain contested, as is evident from ongoing
efforts by different actors, such as the EU and the Alliance of Small Island
States,26 to push for consideration of biodiversity concerns in the climate
regime. Bäckstrand and Lövbrand argue that persisting concerns expressed
about sinks in the CDM are part of a “critical discourse” that contests a
dominant market-oriented liberal environmentalist perspective.27 This crit-
ical discourse not only underlines the potentially negative effects on bio-
diversity, but also draws attention to the social and equity aspects of
including sinks in the CDM as well as the use of market-based mecha-
nisms more generally. The discourse, which found support among NGOs
as well as some developing countries, provides an explanation for the push
to include biodiversity considerations in a REDD mechanism by NGOs,
scientists, and several parties to the UNFCCC.28 Such efforts to incorpo-
rate biodiversity concerns may increase the costs of compliance and indi-
rectly challenge the dominance of the norm of liberal environmentalism.
While it is clear that biodiversity concerns are not completely ignored in
the UN climate regime, parties have yet to give biodiversity conservation
a prominent place.

In short this case shows that, instigated by the United States but also
supported by other developed and developing countries, market-liberal
approaches have so far dominated rule development in the UN climate
regime, potentially at the detriment of biodiversity concerns. However, the
EU, small island states, and a host of NGOs have increasingly sought to
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contest this dominance by pushing for rules that seek to enhance the
integrity of the mechanisms on forest carbon sinks adopted under the
UNFCCC, in part because of the consequences for biological diversity.

Trade in Genetically Modified Organisms
The regime complex on biosafety comprises a number of institutions that,
from the 1980s onward, have made “attempts to span and occupy the newly
emerging regulatory field of international trade in genetically modified
organisms.”29 These include, inter alia, the Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development, the UN Industrial Development Organization,
the World Health Organization, the UN Environment Programme, and the
Food and Agriculture Organization. But from the mid-1990s, the WTO and
the biosafety treaty under the CBD have been the major contenders vying
for regulatory authority. Here, we concentrate on the interaction between
these two institutions. 

The relationship between the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety under
the CBD and the WTO’s Agreement on the Application of Sanitary and
Phytosanitary Measures (SPS agreement) has been highly scrutinized, given
the potential for trade in GMOs to be restricted under the Cartagena Proto-
col.30 Two key aspects have been under scrutiny: the interpretation of what
constitutes precautionary restrictions on trade in each institution and the
extent to which the Cartagena Protocol’s calls for stringent information-
sharing prior to GMO trade might conflict with global trade rules. 

The Cartagena Protocol seeks to ensure safe trade in GMOs by calling
for the “advance informed agreement” of an importing country prior to
such trade. The notion of advance informed agreement derives from the
longer-established “prior informed consent” relied on in a global context
to govern trade in hazardous wastes and restricted chemicals. Prior
informed consent is explicitly intended to be a compromise between the
two extremes of an outright ban on risky trade and a lack of any restrictions
through caveat emptor (“let the buyer beware”).31

Yet the overarching normative context within which this regulatory
compromise is being interpreted remains contested, as is evident from how
advance informed agreement is being institutionalized within the Cartagena
Protocol. Informed agreement was promoted within the protocol by the EU
and many developing countries as a way to govern GMO risks by calling
for stringent information disclosure and the possibility of precautionary
restrictions on trade. In contrast, it has been interpreted by the United States
and other GMO-producing countries as a vehicle to ensure efficiency in
decisionmaking and to facilitate trade—through minimal information dis-
closure and decisions based on sound science rather than precaution.32
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On both counts (precautionary restrictions and information disclosure),
institutional interactions between the Cartagena Protocol and the WTO sug-
gest a dominance of a liberal environmentalist approach to global GMO
governance. This is evident, for example, from the narrowly circumscribed
language on precaution eventually adopted within the protocol, which is not
incompatible with the formulation in the SPS agreement.33 On the one
hand, the potential for the protocol to institutionalize a more stringent pre-
cautionary approach to GMO trade than that of the SPS agreement remains
alive, given the always present possibility of flexibly interpreting its provi-
sions. Yet this potential notwithstanding, its inclusion of precautionary lan-
guage has not, to date, directly influenced transatlantic GMO trade disputes
in a manner detrimental to trade or contrary to SPS requirements.34

This is partly because reliance on the Cartagena Protocol as a bulwark
against the WTO has been rendered difficult as a result of diverse member-
ships across the two global regimes. Given that key GMO exporters such as
the United States have not ratified the protocol, it has proved harder to
evoke its obligations, such as they are, in countering a push for liberalized
GMO trade. 

A dominance of liberal environmentalism is also discernible in how
information disclosure relating to the GMO trade is being institutionalized
within the Cartagena Protocol. These obligations, a raison d’être to negoti-
ate this global treaty, remain minimally trade-disruptive. What is more, they
may even, paradoxically, have trade-facilitating effects, given the obliga-
tions they also place on GMO-importing countries to share information
with potential exporters about their domestic biosafety regulations.35 As a
result, there is arguably a prioritization of market access for GMOs over
biosafety considerations in the existing GMO regime complex—an out-
come aligned with an overarching liberal environmentalist bias in global
environmental governance.36

Nonetheless, the dominance of a market-liberal approach does not go
wholly unchallenged in this regime complex. The ongoing transatlantic
GMO trade conflict between the United States and the EU not only goes
back to short-term economic preferences, but reflects fundamentally diver-
gent normative views about the appropriate aims of GMO governance as
well as the means to fulfill them. In contrast to climate change where self-
censorship by the EU has kept some market- or trade-restrictive approaches
from being proposed or adopted, in the GMO case the EU has consistently
pushed for trade-restrictive policies in all global GMO regulatory fora, even
as the United States has consistently opposed them. 

This normative transatlantic tension endures partly because the very
existence of a governance problem remains contested here. The US position
is that there is no need for global GMO governance since GMOs are not
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intrinsically hazardous. Given this US view it is harder to push back deci-
sively against a privileging of open markets and trade facilitation, even
though the EU, supported by many developing countries, continually
demands the flexibility to do so. 

In sum, this case suggests that liberal environmentalism dominates in
institutionalizing regulatory responses to global GMO governance, even as
it is consistently contested by the EU and other GMO-importing (develop-
ing) countries. This flags an issue meriting further attention in going
beyond the norm-based approach adopted here: how contestation over lib-
eral environmentalism is shaped by the specific global political economy of
GMO trade. 

Conclusion
In this article, we analyzed core institutional interactions at the interface of
trade and environment in the climate change and GMO regime complexes.
We illustrated the added value of our norms-based perspective by suggest-
ing that the institutional interactions we examined are embedded in over-
arching norms and they are characterized, to a greater or lesser extent, by a
dominance of liberal environmentalism, which is mirrored in the interests
of influential parties.

Our findings lead to a number of interesting (comparative) claims that
merit further conceptual and empirical analysis. First, in the case of trade-
related climate policies and measures, we postulate a dominance of a liberal
environmental perspective that privileges market approaches, both through
the influence of the United States and through self-censorship of the EU. In
the case of forest carbon sinks, we claim a dominance of liberal environ-
mentalism in how rules on sinks in the CDM emphasize cost-effectiveness
and flexibility, but potentially at the cost of biodiversity considerations.
Whether climate-induced incentives to reduce deforestation will be syner-
gistic or conflict with biodiversity objectives will reveal itself only in the
design of the still-new REDD mechanism. Finally, in the case of trade in
genetically modified organisms, we suggest that a liberal environmentalist
approach to risk governance remains most contested in this realm (given
the EU’s desire for stringent regulation), but it is also here that a challenge
to it is most fiercely resisted (given the US view that GMOs do not merit
global regulation in the first place). 

Another intriguing aspect of our analysis is that the coalitions promot-
ing a liberal environmentalist view of global environmental governance
vary across issue areas. For example, developing countries end up on dif-
ferent sides of a normative spectrum promoting or resisting liberal
approaches. In the climate-trade and forest carbon sinks cases, a push back
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against a liberal environmentalist approach tends to line up the EU against
the United States and developing countries. But in the GMO case, devel-
oping countries tend to ally themselves with the EU’s calls for restrictive
measures like precaution and stringent information disclosure. 

In terms of policy options for dealing with institutional interactions at
the nexus of trade and environment, our findings suggest that the usual
political practice of calling for better coordination among specific interna-
tional institutions, while ignoring the overarching norms that shape institu-
tional interactions, is doomed to fail. Thus, to be successful, attempts to
manage such interactions in favor of environmental goals (e.g., through a
stronger integration of certain climate or biodiversity policies under one
institutional umbrella) need to take into account the potential barriers set by
liberal environmentalism as well as influential parties whose positions
reflect this dominant set of norms.

We conclude by identifying some topics for further inquiry. First of all,
our brief case analyses were restricted to a few core institutional interac-
tions. Thus, to further corroborate our finding of a dominance of liberal
environmentalism, additional studies would need to scrutinize other institu-
tional interactions—not only within the climate and GMO complexes, but
also in others. Moreover, further research is needed on the mutual consti-
tution of overarching norms and specific rules and principles. In this article,
we argued that dominant overarching norms shape specific regime rules at
the crossroads of trade and environment. Equally important, however,
would be to consider how individual regimes, institutional interactions, and
entire regime complexes constitute certain global norms and contribute to
their prevalence. 

Finally, the findings from each of our cases—and the variations across
them—suggest that in addition to norms, other factors (such as power con-
stellations, institutional dynamics, and problem structures) impact institu-
tional interactions within global environmental regime complexes.
Additional studies with testable hypotheses would thus complement norms-
and discourse-based approaches like ours and could help establish causal
connections between liberal environmentalism and other explanatory fac-
tors. These considerations serve to reiterate that there is much explanatory
ground yet to be covered to grasp the phenomenon of institutional interac-
tions and to provide for their effective management in political practice. !
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